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ADE to Launch New
Bibliography
For many years Documentary Editing has published
notices of recent editions in its "Project News" department as a service to ADE members. In an effort
to enhance the value and authority of that list, the
editors plan to expand the "Project News" department into a comprehensive annotated bibliography.
The ADE has gained the services of a person who
will coordinate the preparation of this bibliography,
which will appear beginning with the March 1993
issue. The ADE seeks to include in the bibliography
editions of all source materials in all subject areas.
Publishers should send copies of new editions for
review and/or inclusion in the Documentary Editing
bibliography to: Professor Kevin J. Hayes, Department of English, University of Central Oklahoma,
100 North University Drive, Edmond, OK 730340184.

Correspondence on editorial matters and orders for
back issues should be addressed to the editor: Thomas
A. Mason, Indiana Historical Society, 315 West Ohio
Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202-3299' Copies of new
editions for review and/or inclusion in the Documentary
Editing bibliography should be sent to the bibliography
editor: Kevin J. Hayes, Department of English, University of Central Oklahoma, 100 North University
Drive, Edmond, OK 73034-0184. Inquiries about membership in the Association for Documentary Editing,
members' address corrections, and orders for microfiche sets should be sent to the secretary: Harriet F.
Simon, Center for Dewey Studies, Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, IL 62901. Permission to reprint
articles may be obtained at no cost by written request
to the director of publications: Ann D. Gordon, 609
Lee Avenue, North Brunswick, NJ 08902.

1992 The Association for Documentary Editing.
All rights reserved.
ISSN 0196-7134.
Third-class postage paid at Madison, Wisconsin.
Typeset by Impressions, Madison, Wisconsin.
Printed on acid-free paper by Commercial Communications, Inc., Waukesha, Wisconsin.
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John Dewey: The Editor's Appreciation
JO ANN BOYDSTON

W

henJohn Dewey was born in 1859, there were
in this country some men, and a few women,
who were philosophers, teachers of philosophy, and students of philosophy, but these people
could not teach or study American philosophy because
there was no body of thought that could be called
"American philosophy." Half a century later, we did
have an identifiable "American" philosophy and much
that is distinctive about it we owe to John Dewey. In
fact, by 1920, when Dewey was sixty-one years old, Morris Raphael Cohen was able to say, "John Dewey is
unquestionably the one preeminent figure in American
philosophy; and if there could be such an office as that
of national philosopher, no one else could properly be
mentioned for it."! The key word here is of course
"national," because Dewey has long been considered
the most American of the American philosophers and
frequently called "the philosopher of democracy." To
bring the record up to date, and to underline the national character of Dewey'S philosophy, I should add
that Dewey is obviously the only American in the group
named by Richard Rorty a few years ago as "the three
most important philosophers of our century"-Wittgenstein, Heidegger, and Dewey.2
What kind of man was this great philosopher? I would
like for you to know John Dewey as I have come to
know him, both as philosopher and as person, chiefly
through his own words and the words of others who
knew him well.
It is illuminating to trace Dewey'S steps from his undergraduate days at the University of Vermont, where
he was an indifferent student up to his last year. As a
senior, he was introduced to mental and moral philosophy, and what was then called social and political philosophy-actually more in the nature of history of
civilization and constitutional law. He brought his
grades up enough to be elected to Phi Beta Kappa. But
when he graduated at the age of twenty, he did not
quite know what to do with his life. He took a job that
a relative helped him find teaching Latin, algebra, and
the natural sciences in the Oil City, Pennsylvania, high

JO ANN BOYDSTON is Director of the Center for Dewey Studies and Distinguished Professor Emerita at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. She presented this paper at the 1991 ADE
annual meeting in Chicago.
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John Dewey (I937) by Diego Rivera (Special Collections, Morris
Library, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale).

school, and somehow during his two years there, he
found time to write a philosophical essay that he diffidently sent to William Torrey Harris, the editor of the
Journal of Speculative Philosophy, published in St. Louis,
which was "the only philosophic journal in the country
at that time, as [Harris] and his group formed almost
the only group of laymen devoted to philosophy for
non-theological reasons."3 Dewey wrote Harris, "An
opinion as to whether you consider it to show ability
enough of any kind to warrant my putting much of my
time on that sort of subject would be thankfully received and, as I am a young man in doubt about how
to employ my reading hours, might be of much advantage."4 Before he heard from Harris about this essay,
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Dewey went back to Charlotte, Vermont, to teach in
high school and do some private philosophical study.
From Charlotte, Dewey sent Harris a second essay. We
do not know what Harris finally replied,5 but Dewey
said later that Harris's "reply was so encouraging that
it was a distinct factor in deciding me to try philosophy
as a professional career,"6 and we also know that the
essays appeared in the Journal of Speculative Philosophy,
Dewey's first published efforts. It now seems fortunate
indeed that Dewey made these tentative moves toward
a career in philosophy rather than in high school teaching, for which he seems not to have been particularly
well suited-for years later, one of Dewey's students at
Charlotte recalled "how terribly the boys behaved, and
how long and fervent was the prayer with which he
opened each school day. "7
Having brushed up on philosophical German, and
having decided to pursue graduate study in philosophy,
young Dewey was urged to go to Germany whereeverybody advised him-the important work in philosophy was being done. He already knew, however, that
he wanted to stay in this country, even though as he
said later, "Teachers of philosophy were at that time,
almost to a man, clergymen; the supposed requirements
of religion, or theology, dominated the teaching of philosophy in most colleges"8-and he was sure that the
ministry was not his calling. So he followed his brother
to the new graduate school that had been established
specifically for scientific research-the Johns Hopkins
University. At the age of twenty-three, Dewey went to
Baltimore where he found at Johns Hopkins what Herbert Schneider has described as "a group of enthusiastic promoters of the science of the mind. There was
to be a genetic logic, a Darwinian science of the emotions, an evolutionary science of the development of
the human senses and mental powers, a science of morals, and in general an extension of the theory of life to
the theory of culture. "9 These are exactly the strains
that characterized Dewey's philosophy throughout the
rest of his life.
In 1884, Ph.D. degree in hand, Dewey accepted the
invitation of his Johns Hopkins mentor George Sylvester Morris to go as an instructor to the University of
Michigan, where he kept an unbelievable schedule of
activities, an early indication of his lifelong self-discipline. Here is the way Dewey spent his time between
September 1884 and November 1886: he had a regular
teaching schedule; he was active in the Philosophical
Society, presenting papers and discussing others; he
spoke and wrote for the Students' Christian Association; he faithfully attended the First Congregational
Church, taught a Bible class, and took part in church
business meetings; he was on the University Visitation
Team that accredited high schools throughout the state;
he was a charter member of the Michigan Schoolmas-
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ters' Club, which he frequently addressed and which
he served as vice president; he published eleven scholarly articles; he was promoted to Assistant Professor;
he met, courted, and married Alice Chipman; and he
wrote his first book, Psychology, published in 1886,10
when he was all of twenty-seven years old. Small wonder
that even at that age, he had apparently gained something of a reputation for absentmindedness. We know
this now because in 1935, the officers of that Michigan
Schoolmasters' Club invited Dewey to return for the
club's fiftieth anniversary, mentioning that some in the
group remembered how he had wheeled one of his
children in a buggy when he went to the bank, had left
the buggy outside the bank and gone inside to take care
of business, and walked away leaving the baby-buggy
and all-sitting in front of the bank. Dewey graciously
declined the invitation, adding that when he went to
Ann Arbor the faculty were telling the baby-buggy story
about Dr. Havershill, and that he really had hoped after
all this time people would be telling it about somebody
besides him.
The arena for and the scope of Dewey's activities
were greatly enlarged when he moved in 1894 to the
University of Chicago, where he was to spend the next
ten years, and where he began to develop the outlines
of his own philosophy. He said, "As my study and thinking progressed, I became more and more troubled by
the intellectual scandal that seemed to me involved in
the current (and traditional) dualism in logical standpoint and method between something called 'science'
on the one hand and something called 'morals' on the
other. I have long felt that the construction of a logic,
that is, a method of effective inquiry, which would apply
without abrupt breach of continuity to the fields designated by both these words, is at once our needed
theoretical solvent and the supply of our greatest practical want."11 When he moved to Chicago, he did not
transfer his long-standing membership in the Congregational Church, signaling a clear break with his traditional strict religious upbringing.
By 1903, the main direction of Dewey's philosophy
could be seen in the work entitled Studies in Logical
Theory, a volume published by the students and faculty
of the department under Dewey'S leadership. William
J ames considered this work such a landmark that right
after reading it, he wrote to F. C. S. Schiller that "it is
splendid stuff, and Dewey is a hero. A real school and
real thought. At harvard we have plenty of thought,
but not [a] school. At Yale and Cornell, the other way
about. "12
It was also in Chicago that Dewey worked closely with
the three women to whose "character and intelligence," he attributed "much of his enthusiasm in the
support of every cause that enlarged the freedom of
activity"13-Alice Chipman Dewey, Jane Addams, and

Ella Flagg Young. Young was the first woman superintendent of schools of Chicago (or of any major city
in the country) as well as the first woman president of
the National Education Association; she worked with
Dewey in the University of Chicago department of pedagogy, and it was she who-along with Alice Chipman
Dewey-"supplemented Dewey's educational ideas
where he lacked experience in matters of practical administration, crystallizing his ideas of democracy in the
school and, by extension, in life."14 Dewey said of Jane
Addams: "I have learned many things from Jane Addams. One of the things that I have learned from her
is the enormous value of mental non-resistance, of tearing away the armor-plate of prejudice, of convention,
isolation that keeps one from sharing to the full in the
larger and even the more unfamiliar and alien ranges
of the possibilities of human life and experience."15
Then, just one year after the Studies in Logical Theory
appeared, Dewey went to Columbia University, where
he spent most of his career-from 1905 until his retirement in 1930. At Columbia University, Dewey's philosophical thought flowered. He constantly worked on
new lines: as he wrote, in his only autobiographical
piece: "I envy, up to a certain point, those who can
write their intellectual biography in a unified pattern,
woven out of a few distinctly discernible strands of interest and influence. By contrast, I seem to be unstable,
chameleon-like, yielding one after another to many diverse and even incompatible influences; struggling to
assimilate something from each and yet striving to carry
it forward in a way that is logically consistent with what
has been learned from its predecessors."16 We can say
that the predominant strain in that development was
Dewey's effort to show that an "instrumentalist" or
"experimentalist" logic is essential to the human as well
as to the natural sciences. Although Dewey has been
identified chiefly with American pragmatism, he preferred to call his own approach "experimentalism" or
"instrumentalism." Here are a few characteristic
statements:
"Experimental method is not just messing around
nor doing a little of this and a little of that in the hope
that things will improve. Just as in the physical sciences,
it implies a coherent body of ideas, a theory, that gives
direction to effort."17
"There is but one sure road of access to truth-the
road of patient, co-operative inquiry operating by
means of observation, experiment, record, and controlled reflection." 18
"Since scientific methods simply exhibit free intelligence operating in the best manner available at a given
time, the cultural waste, confusion, and distortion that
result from the failure to use these methods, in all fields
in connection with all problems is incalculable."19
"Ready-made rules available at a moment's notice for

settling any kind of moral difficulty and resolving every
species of moral doubt have been the chief object of
the ambition of moralists. In the much less complicated
and less changing matters of bodily health such pretensions are known as quackery."20
However, I especially like Dewey's simple definition
of pragmatism: "The term 'pragmatic' means only the
rule of referring all thinking, all reflective considerations, to consequences for final meaning and test." He
went on to say that these consequences to which all
thinking should be referred were not narrowly defined;
rather, "they may be esthetic, or moral, or political, or
religious in quality."21
When Bertrand Russell likened Dewey's variety of
pragmatism to commercialism, saying in effect that it
was vulgar in a typically American way, Dewey responded as follows: "The suggestion that pragmatism is the
intellectual equivalent of commercialism need not be
taken too seriously. It is of that order of interpretation
which would say that English neo-realism is a reflection
of the aristocratic snobbery of the English; [that] the
tendency of French thought to dualism [is] an expression of an alleged Gallic disposition to keep a mistress
in addition to a wife; and that the idealism of Germany
[is] a manifestation of an ability to elevate beer and
sausage into a higher synthesis with the spiritual values
of Beethoven and Wagner."22
Dewey'S devotion to practice, to the testing of ideas,
led him to be involved in every social and political and
philosophical cause and controversy of his time. He
believed that philosophy is not a "device for dealing
with the problems of philosophers" but rather should
be "a method, cultivated by philosophers, for dealing
with the problems of men,"23 and he was always willing
to act on this conviction. He said, "Better it is for philosophy to err in active participation in the living struggles and issues of its own ages and times than to
maintain an immune monastic impeccability, without
relevancy and bearing in the generating ideas of its
contemporary present. "24 His devotion to this approach led Dewey to chair-at the age of seventy-seven-the grueling hearings on the case of Leon Trotsky,
held in Coyoacan, Mexico, in the home of Diego Rivera.
During this period Rivera made a charcoal sketch of
him.
Dewey'S brand of pragmatism might be called "passionate" pragmatism, because he believed that "Intelligence ... is inherently involved in action. Moreover,
there is no opposition between it and emotion. There
is such a thing as passionate intelligence, an ardor in
behalf of light shining into the murky places of social
existence, and as zeal for its refreshing and purifying
effect. "25 So it was that two years before Dewey died,
Henry Steele Commager said of him: "So faithfully did
Dewey live up to his own philosophical creed, that he
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became the guide, the mentor, and the conscience of
the American people: it is scarcely an exaggeration to
say that for a generation no major issue was clarified
until Dewey had spoken. "26
When Dewey was offered the post at Columbia University, he insisted that he be given a dual appointment
in the Department of Philosophy at Teachers College,
because he wanted to pursue the ground-breaking innovations he had started at the famous Laboratory
School at Chicago.
With respect to his lifelong interest in education,
Dewey wrote in 1930, "I can recall but one critic who
has suggested that my thinking has been too much permeated by interest in education. Although a book called
Democracy and Education was for many years that in
which my philosophy, such as it is, was most fully expounded, I do not know that philosophic critics, as
distinct from teachers, have ever had recourse to it. I
have wondered whether such facts signified that philosophers, in general, although they are themselves usually teachers, have not taken education with sufficient
seriousness for it to occur to them that any rational
person could actually think it possible that philosophizing should focus about education as the supreme
human interest in which, moreover, other problems,
cosmological, moral, logical, come to a head. "27
There is no question that John Dewey almost singlehandedly changed the nature of education in this country, particularly at the elementary school level. But the
excesses committed in the name of "progressive education" simply did not come from Dewey but from
some of his disciples. Sidney Hook says that Dewey "was
sympathetic to the many progressive educators who invoked his name for the things they were doing, particularly because of the ferocity of the attack on them by
reactionaries. But he never intellectually approved of
the enthusiasts and faddists, 'the Deweyites of progressive education,' precisely because, as he once put
it, they weren't experimental enough, that is, they
didn't learn from the outcome of their own experiments but clung to some of the fetishistic catchwords
and practices that once were presented hypothetically.
He always kept saying that progressive education was
the most difficult kind of education to introduce properly."28 Although the expression "learning by doing"
did not originate with Dewey, teaching the child and
teaching the whole child, rather than the subject, did.
It is hard now to realize that Dewey introduced workbenches rather than orderly rows of desks, and that
before the Chicago Laboratory School, schools had no
domestic science-home economics-plays, dramatics,
dancing, games, or nature study, and that machines,
tools, banks, stores, gardens, and what not supplanted
the old text books.
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Here are some of Dewey'S memorable remarks on
education: "If I were asked to name the most needed
of all reforms in the spirit of education I should say:
'Cease conceiving of education as mere preparation for
later life, and make of it the full meaning of the present
life.' And to add that only in this case does it become
truly a preparation for after life is not the paradox it
seems. An activity which does not have worth enough
to be carried on for its own sake cannot be very effective
as a preparation for something else .... [The new spirit
in education] forms the habit of requiring that every
act be an outlet of the whole self, and it provides the
instruments of such complete functioning. "29
"When customs are flexible and youth is educated
as youth and not as premature adulthood, no nation
grows 0Id."30
"Knowledge is humanistic in quality not because it
is about human products in the past, but because of
what it does in liberating human intelligence and human
sympathy. Any subject matter which accomplishes this
result is humane, and any subject matter which does
not accomplish it is not even educational. "31
"Unless culture be a superficial polish, a veneering
of mahogany over common wood, it surely is this-the
growth of the imagination in flexibility, in scope, and
in sympathy, till the life which the individual lives is
informed with the life of nature and of society."32
Dewey was a feminist and advanced in his thinking
about women's rights. In New York, he was active in
the suffrage movement; it is said that on the occasion
of a major parade on Fifth Avenue in New York City,
Dewey was late to join the marchers, who thrust a sign
into his hands, which he carried jauntily, only to become perplexed that bystanders tittered when he went
by. When he finally looked at his sign, he saw that it
read "Men can vote; why can't I?" At about this same
time, Dewey responded to a 1911 survey about women's
suffrage. One question asked in the survey was whether
a woman's so-called "moral standing" should affect her
right to vote. Dewey responded: "There is enough of
a double standard of morality now. When a man's 'moral standing' affects the right to vote, it should also affect
a woman's-not till then."33
Such simplicity and directness are the traits I admire
most in John Dewey; he had a down-to-earth quality
that shines through even in the most abstract discussion. Sidney Hook said that Dewey took no special pride
in matters of "dress, literary style, social origins, or
intellectual achievement. He was prepared to learn
from anyone."34
Dewey's unpretentiousness is perfectly illustrated in
a widely circulated story of an event that occurred during the years the Dewey family had a farm on Long
Island. I will quote Max Eastman's version: Dewey

"learned all about farming, and actually earned money
enough during one year to 'pay for his keep.' . . . He
was pleased when one day a hurry call came from a
wealthy neighbor for a dozen eggs, and, the children
being in school, he himself took the eggs over in a
basket. Going by force of habit to the front door, he
was told brusquely that deliveries were made at the rear.
He trotted obediently around to the back door, feeling
both amused and happy. Some time later he was giving
a talk to the women's club of the neighborhood, and
his wealthy customer, when he got up to speak, exclaimed in a loud whisper, 'Why, that looks exactly like
our eggman.' "35 Because there are several similar versions of this story, I had always thought it at least in
part apocryphal up to a month ago when a curious thing
happened: I had a letter from a man in Georgia named
Homer Cooper, asking whether the Deweys ever had
a farm, because he was sure he remembered that when
he was a child he went with John Dewey one day to
deliver eggs to a fancy place where a doorman told him
tradespeople should go to the service entrance.
In the twilight of his life-at the age of eighty-sevenDewey remarried, and at the urging of his second wife,
adopted two young children. He mentioned this sequence of events in a postcard to a friend, saying
"You've probably seen the reports of my marriage,
which I think is going pretty well. We've been married
six weeks now and we already have two children."
To review and partially summarize the life and career
of John Dewey, I will cite Commager, who described
him this way in 1950: "Pioneer in educational reform,
organizer of political parties, counselor to statesmen,
champion of labor, of woman's rights, of peace, of civil
liberties, interpreter of America abroad and of Russia,
Japan, China, and Germany to the American people,
he was the spearhead of a dozen movements, the leader
of a score of crusades, the advocate of a hundred reforms. He illustrated in his own career how effective
philosophy could be in [the] reconstruction of society."36 But that was the public John Dewey-the quiet,
albeit relentless, fighter for the good, the right, and
the American way. He is also appreciated by many as
a gentle, humorous, modest man who made a difference
in all our lives. This is the reason that after thirty years
of close association, Dewey'S thought, his personality,
his wisdom, continue to challenge and to charm me.
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WhatJohn Dewey Taught Me
HARRIET FURST SIMON

J

ohn Dewey, because of his longevity and productivity, has spawned a cottage industry. Seldom has
one man kept so many women respectably employed for so long (we are not prejudiced; we have
had a male co-worker now and again). Of course, his
editors are not the only ones who have been busy; an
increasing number of scholars are churning out books
and articles on topics ranging from Dewey and the May
Fourth Movement in China to the important women in
Dewey's life.
As I thought about the subject of appreciation, it
seemed to me that Dewey has educated us in at least
three major ways: He has provided an editorial education, an education through the subject matter of his
writings, and, perhaps most significantly, an education
through the way he conducted his life. This education
has demanded our active participation and reflective
thinking-attributes he discussed more than once.
Dewey has tested the full range of editorial skills.
First, there is the problem of ferreting out everything
he wrote-a considerable amount, since he published
for seventy years. By his nineties, he sometimes admits
to slowing down a bit; however, in his next breath, he
is planning what he will tackle as soon as his strength
returns. When I joined the Dewey Center, we were
preparing the sixteenth volume in the Collected Works,
in which Dewey celebrates his sixtieth birthday; we had
not even reached midpoint yet; there would be another
twenty-one volumes to add to the shelf, for a total of
thirty-seven! All along, as we researched correspondence for textual commentaries, we were hard put to
understand how he was able to produce so many letters
along with books and articles. Now, as we begin a selected edition of Dewey's letters, we continue to
unearth items; the letters lead to previously unknown
newspaper reports of addresses, to typescripts, and, of
course, to ever more letters and documents.
To emend or not to emend-our persistent dilemma.
With his sometimes seemingly random punctuation, his
complex (dare we say confusing?) sentence structure,
his quirk of italicizing for emphasis not quite the right
word, Dewey did not make it easy to abide by our policy

HARRIET FURST SIMON is Textual Editor at the Center for
Dewey Studies at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. She
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John Dewey (I9Jlo) by Anne Sharpe, from a Japanese painting at
Tamagawa Academy, Tokyo (courtesy of Center for Dewey Studies,
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale).

of light emendation. Dewey's sometimes puzzling word
choice sends us scurrying to dictionaries. He uses archaic words, uses common words in a most uncommon
way, occasionally creates words, and fearlessly uses new
words. (H. L. Mencken commented on an early appearance of the word "dope" in Dewey's 1919 essay
"Our Share in Drugging China."!) Dewey clearly loved
language; we get the impression he eagerly awaited the
1933 publication of the Oxford English Dictionary, for
he cited it frequently from then on. Dewey frequently
makes it difficult to discover the source of his quotations, using introductory phrases like "A well-known
novelist," "A recent newspaper article," or, merely, "It
has been said that." Recording Dewey'S alterations in
typescripts can be a tedious process because of his

handwriting, because of the sheer number of changes,
or because a caret, arrow, or mark to indicate placement was missing. The choice was ours. Challenges continue, perhaps escalate, as we begin the letters. Some
things change: Although we no longer need to collate
various versions of documents, we are now faced with
the thorny issues of selection, presentation, and
annotation.
Because Dewey treats a multitude of topics, it is possible, through reading and researching his writings, to
gain the rudiments of a fairly decent education. In addition to ethics, logic, and value theory, we hear about
Polish history, Sino-Japanese conflict, faith vs. religious
dogmatism, education in Turkey and Mexico, and the
Heisenberg principle of indeterminacy. We hear from
Joshua Reynolds on art, Thomas Jefferson on democracy, William James on the psychologist's fallacy.
As we proofread, we were often struck by the relevance of Dewey's comments; it was uncanny how he
seemed to be observing the current scene-dissatisfaction with schools, a need for child health and protection, chronic unemployment, or the danger from
authoritarianism, whatever its source. Is there a finer
goal for education than that in Dewey's School and Society?-"What the best and wisest parent wants for his
own child, that must the community want for all of its
children. Any other ideal for our schools is narrow and
unlovely; acted upon, it destroys our democracy. "2
Others apparently thought Dewey relevant during his
career. "Unbelievable as the idea may seem today,"
Dewey "began to have such an impact that students [at
the University of Chicago] would get up early in order
to be in line at the bookstore when one of his new
volumes was coming out. "3
Lastly-John Dewey as a man. Dewey's modesty is
well documented. There are references to his "utter
indifference to clothes," stories about people being
shocked to learn that the quiet gentleman in the corner
they had met the previous evening was none other than
the John Dewey. A younger Columbia University colleague described Dewey this way: "He was so simple
and plain that anybody might have mistaken him for a
janitor. I ... used to stare at the man on a blustery
winter day as he shuffled homeward on foot, a cigarette
drooping from his lax mouth, bucking a stiff wind off
the Hudson, wearing no overcoat, and everybody else
was bundled up warmly. He was thinking. "4
"America's most distinguished philosopher" usually
answered his mail, including inquiries from total
strangers. He was notoriously generous to young, unknown students, inviting them to his home and corresponding extensively with several. The many gracious
tributes and book reviews he wrote reflect this same
generosity.

The absence of mean-spiritedness in Dewey is, I
think, remarkable. Rarely do personal tragedy and political disappointment transmogrify into bitterness. He
normally remains unruffled by poor reviews or angry
rejoinders; theoretical disagreement descends to personal animosity in only a few instances. Friendly contemporaries tried to explain what Dewey really meant,
a process of interpretation and reinterpretation that
continues today.
His prose undeniably caused problems. A Unitarian
minister suggested that, instead of laying down authoritative answers, Dewey "actually shares his thought
processes with his reader in order to show how he arrived at a specific conclusion. While this is an admirable
expression of that humility of spirit characteristic of
Dewey, it does place considerable strain on the person
trying to assimilate his thought. "5
In his letters, we discover Dewey as a son, brother,
lover, husband, father, friend, mentor. The letters exhibit humor, unintended pathos, and, incidentally, a
style that is sometimes anecdotal, that is frequently
crisp, concise, and to the point-worthy of a military
commander. In addition to abundant love letters to
Alice, there are passages like the following, from a letter
written early in their courtship. Dewey, a young instructor, having just taught a logic course, has said
good-bye to Alice to return home for the summer: "My
grief at parting was somewhat assuaged by the timely
appearance of a youth who insisted on helping me carry
my things to the station-As I knew it would be 'embarrassing' both to him and myself, I didn't mention
the fact that he had a Condition in Logic till he had
got the things pretty well down to the station. I knew
that under such circumstances his grief at the condition
and his joy at seeing me depart would just about offset
each other-"6 (A "condition" is an unsatisfactory
grade that may be raised by doing additional work.)
Several years later, during the summer between
Michigan and Chicago, while Alice traveled in Europe
with the two older children, Fred and Evelyn, Dewey
cared for their eighteen-month-old son, Morris. Reassuring Alice that Morris was no trouble to him, Dewey
wrote, "He is the one bright spot here that keeps me
from feeling wholly a wanderer on the face of the earth.
As long as he is with me, I feel that I still have a home
& a place & a belonging. "7 Dewey describes "Morrissey" (as he came to be called) climbing up and down
stairs, playing with the kitty, chasing birds, getting his
molars; Morrissey's genius for language; Morrissey's
demonstration of displeasure by backing into the nearest corner, drawing himself up, and remaining there in
dignified silence. "He is an extraordinary child,"8 Dewey wrote. The following summer, while the family traveled in Italy, Morris died from diphtheria.
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At William Rainey Harper's University of Chicago,
Dewey found himself embroiled in a situation fraught
with bureaucratic, financial, and personality problems.
Frank A. Manny, Dewey's assistant during this period,
described him years later as a man "concerned about
people and individuals with no desire to impress his
own point of view upon them or allow them in any way
to become his disciples."9 One exceptionally revealing
letter to Manny, written to an unhappy subordinate
who feels that he has perhaps let his boss down, reads:
I want to say you have not been a disappointment to me-so far as there has been any "misfit,"
I am to blame, not you. I have had years of working practically alone, you know the conditions at
Ann Arbor-Moreover, the kind of studies I have
pursued, and my natural bent of mind have tended to give me a habit of isolation in work. The
thing I have chiefly learned in the last two years
is the extent to which this habit of isolated work
had fixed itself upon me and the great serious
difficulty I have in getting into cooperative relations with people-my theories to the contrary
notwithstanding. Others have suffered from it &
you have. Moreover, my experience of the past
year is the first I have ever had with any administrative responsibility. I have learned somethings-much from you, more than you realizebut have much more to learn.!O
Dewey's roots were firmly planted. The Columbia
University colleague previously referred to, who was
also a farmer and got to know Dewey as a farmer, wrote
that Dewey "would think just as hard about soils and
manures and the best time to cut asparagus and how
to make pullets lay as ever he thought about Instrumentalism. I wonder how many people who used to see
him riding his creaky old wagon (and later, I think, a
secondhand truck) peddling asparagus around Huntington [Long Island] ever knew what they were
seeing.... The plain Vermonter in him never came out
fully except when away from learned folks and with dirt
farmers and plain laborers."ll Perhaps this solid underpinning accounts in large measure for Dewey'S endurance and perseverance.
Always Dewey sought to unify theory and practice,
word and deed; perhaps he achieved this union most
dramatically when, in 1937, he accepted the position of
chairman of the Commission of Inquiry into the
Charges Made against Leon Trotsky in the Moscow
Trials. Trotsky, banished from the Soviet Union years
before, had been convicted in absentia. A commission
chairman with impeccable credentials was soughtsomeone with stature who could command worldwide
respect, someone whose integrity and objectivity were
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beyond question. Dewey was their man, but required
persuasion; he felt intellectually unprepared and, also,
was finishing a major work. At age seventy-seven, he
withstood opposition from friends, family, and a split
liberal community in order to provide an impartial forum for Trotsky to present his testimony. Endangering
his welfare and, some charged, his reputation, Dewey
traveled to Mexico to chair Trotsky'S inquiry. His opening statement closes with the words:
Speaking finally not for the Commission but for
myself, I had hoped that a chairman might be
found for these preliminary investigations whose
experience better fitted him for the difficult and
delicate task to be performed. But I have given
my life to the work of education, which I have
conceived to be that of public enlightenment in
the interests of society. If I finally accepted the
responsible post I now occupy, it was because I
realized that to act otherwise would be to be false
to my life work. 12
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A Review

Making the Illegible Intelligible
C. JAMES TAYLOR

The Letter Book ofJames Abercromby, Colonial Agent: I75I-I773.
Edited by John C. Van Horne and George Reese. Richmond:
Virginia State Library and Archives, 1991. Pp. lvi, 471. Cloth,
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OSt documentary editing projects, particularly
those that print incoming letters in addition
to those by their subject, have at least one
correspondent whose handwriting poses a challenge. If
the letters are important and numerous enough someone will master the hand and provide reasonably accurate transcriptions. The contribution varies
according to the significance and volume of difficult
material. Occasionally an important body of papers remains unused (or at least underused) because the condition, handwriting, or some other impediment deters
scholars who would otherwise consult the papers. The
Letter Book ofJames Abercromby, Colonial Agent: I75I- I773
is an edition of important prerevolutionary letters that
previously had been largely untapped because Abercromby's scrawl proved too daunting to historians.
Transcription of an accurate text should be a goal for
every edition; for this project it provided a challenge
and motivation as well. One only has to "read" a few
pages of Abercromby's hand to appreciate the
accomplishment.
The letter book along with his other papers and
books remained in the possession of the Abercromby
family for almost a century after his death. In the early
1870S London booksellers purchased the collection and
from there items were sold and dispersed. A note in
the letter book dates its presentation by the Virginia
Daughters of the American Revolution to the State Library and Archives as 22 February 1919, Jon Kukla's
foreword to the edition notes that while the manuscript
has been available to scholars for seventy years, its usefulness has been limited because "its scrawled text [is]
virtually indecipherable" (xix).
The Letter Book of James Abercromby, Colonial Agent:
I75I- I773 is the collaborative effort of two scholars with

C. JAMES TAYLOR is editor of the Papers of Henry Laurens at
the University of South Carolina at Columbia.

extensive documentary editing experience. George H.
Reese, former director of the Center for Textual and
Editorial Studies in Humanistic Sources at the University of Virginia, has published numerous editions dealing with Virginia history ranging chronologically from
John Pory's Proceedings of the General Assembly of Virginia,
July 3D-August 4, I6Ig (Jamestown: Jamestown Foundation of the Commonwealth of Virginia, 1969) to Journals and Papers of the Virginia State Convention of I86I,
3 vols. (Richmond: Virginia State Library, 1966). He
retired from the University of Virginia faculty in 1983.
John C. Van Horne, currently director of the Library
Company of Philadelphia, is an editor of the recently
completed Papers of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, I and includes among his publications The Correspondence ofWilliam Nelson as Acting Governor of Virginia, I770- I77I
(Charlottesville: Published for the Virginia Historical
Society by the University Press of Virginia, 1975) and
Religious Philanthropy and Colonial Slavery: The American
Correspondence of the Associates of Dr. Bray, I7I7-I777
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1985).
Abercromby (1707-1775),2 a member of a well-established Scottish family, had from the beginning of his
career an education (Westminster School, Leyden University, and Lincoln's Inn) and the necessary connections in government, society, and the military to assure
an able and diligent man success. In an age when Great
Britain's empire became a field of opportunity for Scottish soldiers and administrators, Abercromby's career
and his writings reveal a man who acted in and understood how the prerevolutionary Anglo-American world
worked. His flaw, which he shared with virtually every
other non-American Briton who mastered the system,
was that he interpreted the expanding colonial wealth
and population solely in terms of British power.
Abercromby launched his American career when he
arrived in South Carolina in 1731 to serve as attorney
general and advocate general of the Court of Vice Admiralty for the colony. Rather than a simple placeman,
Abercromby became active in South Carolina affairs,
even serving twice (1739-42, 1744) in the Commons
House of Assembly. Despite leaving South Carolina
permanently in 1744 and never being officially retained
as that colony's agent, he maintained connections with
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the colony and cooperated with its agents in London.
For some time South Carolina Governor James Glen
employed Abercromby as his personal agent as did
North Carolina Governor Gabriel Johnston. The edition contains letters which shed light on these private
agencies. The North Carolina legislature appointed him
its agent in 1748; evidence suggests that he had acted
unofficially in that capacity even earlier. Abercromby's
original two-year term was twice renewed by the General Assembly, and he continued to act officially for
North Carolina until 1758. Because some of his salary
and expenses due from his North Carolina agency depended on a pending parliamentary grant, he continued working in that colony's behalf until 1760. Many
of the letters in this edition concern his North Carolina
agency.
Virginia maintained his services in various capacities
longer than any other colony. Beginning in 1752 as a
special agent to present two addresses to the Crown on
behalf of the colonial government, he served from 1754
to 1759 as agent for the governor and council, and after
1759 as one of Virginia's two agents (the House of Burgesses appointed its own). Abercromby continued his
Virginia connection until 1774, and the contents of the
edition most often concern that agency.
Abercromby and the other colonial agents performed duties that could be likened to those of a modern lobbyist. It was their primary task, whether
employed by the governor, the legislature, or both, to
expedite their clients' affairs by supplying the administrative boards with information. In an age of bureaucratic expansion, the agents had a real purpose.
Without their intervention the otherwise unrepresented colonial governments would have had no dependable advocates. Abercromby proved to be an effective
and industrious agent in large part because he knew
the best way to maintain his American clients was to
do their bidding and keep them informed. The letter
book provides many excellent examples of how he provided service while at the same time protecting his own
financial interests.
In addition to being actively involved in Anglo-American affairs for forty-five years, Abercromby wrote two
lengthy treatises recommending reform of the constitutional authority over the colonies to assure a more
centralized control of the burgeoning wealth and population of the American empire. A recent edition of
these heretofore unpublished works finds Abercromby's writing constitutes "the fullest, most systematic,
and most original contemporary analysis of the British
imperial system as it existed on the eve of the American
Revolution."3 Abercromby's motivation in producing
these studies was to promote himself and improve his
stature by providing a service to the political powers in
Great Britain to whom he believed he owed his place.
Despite a long and intimate relationship with the col-
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onies, his plan revealed "little sensitivity to the ancient
aspirations of colonists for an equality of rights with
Britons in the home islands."4 Reading Abercromby's
colonial correspondence, as found in the Letter Book,
with the knowledge that he could not conceive of the
people who employed him for so many years as anything
but politically and legally inferior helps explain why
Britons with less knowledge or experience in American
affairs found it impossible to understand the colonial
reaction to the new imperial regulation after 1763.
Abercromby, a member of Parliament from 1761 to
1768, demonstrated his concern for his connections in
the administration over those of the Americans by voting against the repeal of the Stamp Act.
The letter book contains about 390 entries, almost
exclusively letters, reports, and accounts from Abercromby as agent to the various individuals and colonial
institutions for whom he acted. Most of the entries are
in his wretched hand, with about 75 entries by a clerk.
The last scholar, prior to the editors of this volume, to
attempt to employ the letter book in a significant way
was Ella Lonn in her book The Colonial Agents of the
Southern Colonies (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1945). Her topic necessitated her grappling
with it. She used it extensively, citing and quoting from
it almost eighty times. A closer examination, however,
reveals that she generally avoided those entries in Abercromby's hand, quoting them only four times (and three
of those efforts contained substantial errors). Lonn, like
almost everyone else who has attempted to use the letter book, complained about Abercromby's "execrable
handwriting." In fact she commented at least three
times, including a lengthy bibliographical note, about
"the vagaries of Abercromby's writing and spelling
[which] renders his pages often almost
undecipherable. " 5
Two respected studies about colonial agents published in the 1960s mention him but hardly feature him
as a significant figure. The supposedly unfathomable
letter book was barely mentioned in each. Jack M. Sosin, Agents and Merchants: British Colonial Policy and the
Origins of the American Revolution, I76j- I775 (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1965), acknowledged
Abercromby as an important figure but mentioned him
only twice. Sosin cited the letter book three times but
in each case the letter was in a clerk's hand. It appears
that he may have passed over the letters Abercromby
entered. Michael G. Kammen, A Rope of Sand: The Colonial Agents, British Politics, and the American Revolution
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1968), cited the
letter book only for letters entered by the clerk. Kammen's comment in his annotated bibliography that
"J ames Abercromby's letter book is in the Virginia
State Library in Richmond. But most of these drafts
are illegible" suggests that he too did not take full advantage of the source. 6

The project to edit the Abercromby letter book in
the possession of the Virginia State Library and Archives grew out of another closely related edition,
George H. Reese's The Official Papers of Francis Fauquier, Lieutenant Governor of Virginia, I758- I768, 3 vols.
(Charlottesville: Published for the Virginia Historical
Society by the University Press of Virginia, 1980-83).
Because little of the original correspondence to Fauquier was extant, Reese had to consult other sources,
most often the writers' retained copies. Abercromby,
as Virginia's agent throughout Fauquier's administration, corresponded regularly with the lieutenant governor. In order to complete the Fauquier edition Reese
had to master about 14 percent of items in Abercromby's letter book. And, in doing so he had to come to
terms with the handwriting problem. He revealed his
frustration in this statement from his editorial method:
James Abercromby's letter book requires special
comment. His hand writing is difficult to read,
and very often the editor has had to transcribe a
word as what it ought to be according to sense or
idiom or grammar. A secretary turned out manuscripts of exemplary neatness and legibility, but
these Abercromby often altered with deletions or
insertions of remarkable slovenliness, of the sort
he put into his holograph manuscripts. 7
Reese, thus having provided the transcriptions for 54
of the letter book entries, accepted the challenge to
agonize through the remaining 330 plus items. These
transcripts were then "refined" by John C. Van Horne
to meet the editorial standard established for the Abercromby edition.
In some textual matters the earlier edition by Reese,
although not offering answers, at least better explains
the problems a reader may encounter when using and
attempting to understand the entries in Abercromby's
letter book. Merely reading the difficult handwriting,
while an accomplishment, is only part of the process.
What in fact are these entries? Drafts? Retained Copies?
Summaries? Why are the entries copied in such an apparently erratic manner? The edition prints the items
in strict chronological order while the earliest letter
appears on page 304 of the manuscript. Reese notes
in the Fauquier Papers that one copy of an Abercromby
letter, possibly a recipient's copy, has been discovered
elsewhere and that it "is markedly different from the
letter-book manuscript."8 More discussion of the organization and meaning of the letter book is wanted.
In the foreword, the editors dismiss another James
Abercromby letter book for the years 1743-50, held at
the North Carolina State Archives, because it "was
found to contain no material related to Virginia's provincial affairs" (xx), thereby ignoring any potential it
might hold for understanding the 1751-74 letter book.
The relationship between the Fauquier Papers and
Abercromby Letter Book does not end with the text.

Most of the annotation for the Fauquier items in the
Letter Book also appeared in the earlier work. In an age
of limited budgets and demands for expeditious publication it certainly makes sense not to redo extensive
research, especially when it is the work of the same
scholars. The brief mention, however, in the acknowledgments that permission had been obtained from the
Virginia Historical Society to use "some of that annotation ... that appeared in George Reese's threevolume edition of Fauquier's Papers. . . in modified
form" (xlvii) hardly alerts the reader that actually much
of the excellent work had appeared word for word before. In fact, the space devoted to these notes might
have been reduced along with the length of the volume
if mere references to the Fauquier Papers annotation
had been employed. Disregarding the originality of
some of the work, the annotation supplied by Van
Horne is excellent. In addition to the identification and
numerous explanatory notes, Van Horne provides
some textual comment, but hardly enough.
Unfortunately, the statement of editorial method
contains no mention of the treatment of cancellations
or interlineations, of which there are many. In fact most
of the cancellations are silently eliminated and the interlineations are brought down (or up) to the line where
the editors believe they make the best sense. The grossest examples of altered text, for instance the 24 June
1754 letter to the North Carolina Committee of Correspondence, where the entire entry is crossed out and
rewritten under the following day's date (113-16), are
treated in text notes which identify the "substantive
differences" in the revision.
The editors' silent elimination of the apparently nonsubstantive crossed out portions and careful but equally
silent incorporation of Abercromby's insertions seem
to work-most of the time. A brief plunge into the
manuscript revealed that there are instances of large
portions of crossed out text (as much as twenty-five
lines) that pass with no editorial comment. Even if the
canceled material is not retrieved, most readers would
prefer to be informed of such alterations.
Abercromby's 9 May 1763 letter to Fauquier (41416) provides an illustration of problems that can arise
when interlined words are printed but not identified as
an insertion. (See illustration.) The passage in question
includes Abercromby's original thought, some cancelation, and three lines of closely penned interlineation.
The original text reads:
Lord Shelburne is now head of the Plantation
Office but its generally said aims at the Pay Office
[canceled] thus from this short Sketch of the Ministerial Picture you see that it is not quite finished.
Abercromby set off the beginning and end of the interlineation with an "(A)"; it reads:
(A) the D of Bedford returns to France as Ambassador [canceled] but while and has resigned the
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James Abercromby to Francis Fauquier, 9 May I76S. An unidentified interlineation. Page 265 of the manuscript; page 4I5 of the edition
(courtesy of the Virginia State Library and Archives).

office of Privy Seal [canceled] Ld. Holland who is
not inclined to resign his pay office (A).
The insertion is combined with the original passage in
the Letter Book in a fashion which disregards context:
Lord Shelburne is now head of the Plantation
Office but its generally said (A) the D of Bedford
returns to France as Ambassador but while and
has resigned the office of Privy Seal in consequence Lord Holland who aims at the Pay Office
is not inclined to resign his Pay Office (A) thus
from this short Sketch of the Ministerial Picture
you see that it is not quite finished.
The editors further muddy the waters by offering the
following note after the first (A)-"The significance of
this parenthetical letter (and the one several lines below) is not known." The inclusion of the interlineation
with no comment except this meaningless (A) footnote
will befuddle most readers and force them to the
manuscript. 9
The index, which was not prepared by the editors, is
barely adequate. It contains almost exclusively proper
name entries with little thought given to long strings
of undifferentiated page numbers. Only a few of the
major entries like "Great Britain," "North Carolina,"
and "Virginia" have significant subentries that will facilitate research.
This ambitious "translation" of James Abercromby's
letter book is a valuable contribution to the prerevolutionary history of Virginia, as well as that of provincial
North Carolina. It is hard to imagine that the studies
on colonial agencies mentioned above would not have
made better use of the letter book in its edited form.
New studies of the colonial agents will be unable to
dismiss James Abercromby's "illegible" letter book.
Considered in conjunction with the Jack P. Greene,
Charles F. Mullett, and Edward C. Papenfuse, Jr., 1986
publication Magna Charta for America (Philadelphia:
American Philosophical Society), the first edition of
Abercromby's treatises on Great Britain's American
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colonies, the Letter Book will promote new research into
Abercromby and the other agents' roles in the AngloAmerican world on the eve of the Revolution.
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A Review

Too Much of a Good Thing?

CHARLES H. LESSER

The Papers of George Washington, W. W. Abbot and Dorothy
Twohig, Editors; Philander D. Chase and Beverly H. Runge,
Associate Editors. Revolutionary War Series, Volume 4: AprilJune I776, Philander D. Chase, Editor. Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1991. Pp. xxv, 589. $47.50'

O

ne hundred and seventy-two pages into this
exemplar of many of the best aspects of contemporary historical documentary editing,
Philander D. Chase prints George Washington's 29
April 1776 letter to his brother John Augustine Washington. His last letter to his brother had been penned
on 31 March, the last date included in the previous
volume, and thus this renewal of the correspondence
afforded the opportunity to summarize the activities of
the first month encompassed in this book's covers. At
the beginning of the month, General Washington had
been preparing to leave Cambridge for New York after
a successful siege had caused the British to abandon
Boston. Washington had detached reinforcements to
Canada. Additional regiments were just now "Imbarking . . . for the same place," but the general was "affraid
we are rather too late." Every effort, including skillful
handling of the New York Committee of Safety, had
also gone into fortifying New York. Pieced together
from the recipient's copy in the Washington Papers at
the Library of Congress and the clipped closing, signature, and dateline now at Cornell, the letter to John
Augustine Washington is carefully transcribed, intelligently annotated, and handsomely printed. One hopes
that John Richard Alden, who directed Chase's 1973
dissertation on Baron von Steuben and to whom the
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George Washington at age twenty-five, engraved by John DeMare
from a miniature by Charles Willson Peale (courtesy of the Indiana
Historical Society: Mitten Collection).

volume is dedicated, had it "in hand" in these covers
before his recent death. Washington's letter to his
brother, however, raises the issue of "How much is
enough?," a fundamental question that must be asked
of the Revolutionary War Series. One hundred and thirty-four letters to and from Washington precede it in
this volume, yet this one letter succinctly summarizes
the content of all those letters and provides insight into
the general's rationale that is missing in their day-today detail. Military historians will want every false
alarm, troop movement, promotion, question of supply, and sign and countersign presented here in so elegant and useful a way, but previous efforts to make
these sources accessible suggest the title of this essay.
The 29 April letter appeared, of course, in the John
C. Fitzpatrick edition of Washington'S writings published in thirty-nine volumes between 1931 and 1944. 1
The Fitzpatrick edition included only Washington's outgoing letters, added minimal annotation, and lacked the
textual sophistication expected today. As Chase's volumes now begin to supplant Fitzpatrick's for the Revolutionary War years, so Fitzpatrick's supplanted the
Worthington C. Ford edition of Washington's letters
issued a half century earlier and Jared Sparks's bowdlerized texts of the 1830s.2 But the tale of printed Washington correspondence, to which we shall return, is but
one part of the royal treatment lavished on what may
be the best documented aspect of the nation's history.
All but 39 of the 406 letters printed or abstracted in
volume four of this new edition exist in some form in
one of two great archival collections, the Washington
Papers at the Library of Congress and the Papers of
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the Continental Congress at the National Archives. Lt.
Col. Richard Varick, George Washington's recording
secretary, and Charles Thomson, secretary of the Continental Congress, would be pleased with twentieth-century work on the records they so carefully kept more
than two hundred years ago.
Both the Washington Papers at the Library of Congress and the Papers of the Continental Congress are
widely available on microfilm, and that microfilm is better served by printed finding aids than is usually the
case. The library, which then had the Papers of the
Continental Congress, received the Washington Papers
from the State Department in 1904. In the next few
years, Fitzpatrick, then a curator in the Manuscript Division, produced a one-volume Calendar of the Correspondence of George Washington, Commander in Chief of
the Continental Army with the Continental Congress and a
four-volume Calendar of the Correspondence of . .. Washington ... with the Officers. 3 Fitzpatrick relied on retained drafts and letter book copies as his principal
sources for Washington's own letters in these calendars
and followed the same practice later in his edition, but
the calendars included incoming as well as outgoing
correspondence and mined not only the Washington
Papers but also the Papers of the Continental Congress
and a variety of other collections available at the library.
The abstracts of incoming letters in these calendars are
still of some use because so few of them for the war
years have ever been printed. 4 In 1952, the Library of
Congress transferred the Papers of the Continental
Congress to the National Archives, where, within a few
years, they were microfilmed. 5 The library issued microfilm of its George Washington Papers in 1964 and,
by congressional mandate, included a new computergenerated, printed, sender and recipient index as well
as a thoroughly documented essay on their history.6 A
subsequent six-year project at the National Archives
used a more sophisticated version of the same computer program to produce a massive five-volume index
and chronological list of the Papers of the Continental
Congress. This effort indexed subjects and geographic
locations and went beyond senders and recipients to
include "all personal names mentioned in those
documents. "7
As early as the late 1920S, the Library of Congress
began collecting photocopies of Washington manuscripts in other institutions and in private hands. Fitzpatrick printed letters from these photocopies in his
edition when texts were not available in the draft or
letter book copies in the Washington Papers, but the
photocopies were excluded from the Library of Congress microfilm publication. Fitzpatrick also made use
of the transcripts of Washington letters assembled by
the late-nineteenth-century Washington collector and
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author Joseph Meredith Toner and reprinted additional
texts that Ford had found in other repositories. The
new edition has been justified, in part, by the importance of additional Washington items discovered
through further searching. 8 The project has located a
"corpus of Washington's documentary legacy" of
"more than 100,000 documents," a notable increase
over the 64,786 included in the Washington Papers
microfilm.9 H. James Henderson, reviewing the first
two volumes of the Presidential Series for the Journal
of Southern History, found relatively few new Washington
letters there and speculated that the additional documents, "if written by Washington," must have "come
from a different period in his life."lo This volume suggests, instead, that a considerable bulk of the additional
documents must be variant manuscript copies of letters
that are in the Washington Papers in some form, and
that a substantial portion of these additional copies
must have come from the Papers of the Continental
Congress. To cite the most extreme example, communications between the commander-in-chief and the
president of the Continental Congress usually resulted
in five manuscript copies of every letter from George
Washington to John Hancock, two in the Washington
Papers, two in the Papers of the Continental Congress,
and one in Hancock's own papers. Though other correspondents did not create this degree of duplication,
large numbers of additional copies have also been located for other figures, and these copies, when they
are the actual letters sent, offer better texts.
The list of "Repository Symbols and Abbreviations"
at the front of volume four contains fifteen institutions
not represented in the equivalent list in the Fitzpatrick
edition, but the volume does not contain a large quantity of hitherto unavailable texts. The relic status of
every scrap of Washington's handwriting caused alienation from his papers of some documents and the clipping of signatures from others in the nineteenth
century. That status has also allowed location of his
letters to a degree that does not apply to items addressed to him. Of the thirty-nine items in volume four
that are not present in either the Washington Papers
or the Papers of the Continental Congress, twenty-four
are letters from Washington. Thirteen of those twentyfour were printed in Fitzpatrick and an additional seven
letters, six to Washington and one from him, are derived in the current edition from previous printings in
Peter Force's American Archives. In short, of the items
contained in the volume under review, only ten letters
from Washington and another nine to him were not
already easily accessible to scholars. E. Wayne Carp,
who has been reviewing this series for the North Carolina
Historical Review, counted only five outgoing Washington documents in volume one and ten in volume two

that were not printed in Fitzpatrick. II
In Ig83, the editors of the Washington Papers
thought that the Revolutionary War Series and the
Presidential Series might "each run to perhaps thirty
volumes."12 By Ig85, when the first volume in the Revolutionary War Series appeared, the estimate was an unspecified "many more printed volumes than any other
series in this comprehensive edition of Washington's
papers."13 Volume four ends on 15 June 1776, presumably because the papers for the remainder of the month
would have made an unwieldy volume and delayed its
publication. If future volumes cover an equivalent twoand-one-half-month span, a total of forty volumes will
be required for the Revolutionary War years. At the
current excellent average publication rate of a volume
every two years, more than seventy more years will
elapse before the series is completed in anno Domini
2064. One hesitates to contemplate what the overall
termination date would have been if the editors had
not decided to divide the project into at least six separate series to expedite its publication. 14
The title of this essay is not meant as criticism of this
series for extravagance in decisions about what a "comprehensive" Washington edition should extract from
the mass of headquarters papers. A larger text block
and the extensive annotation complicate the comparison, but forty volumes for the Revolutionary War Series
is not excessive when one considers that it took Fitzpatrick twenty-four to print only the outgoing letters
for this period. In Ig85 in the first volume of this series,
Editor Chase outlined the kinds of documents that
would be included and the categories that would be
excluded or described in notes. "A number of documents that in later volumes would have been omitted,"
he continued, "have in the first volume been calendared, and others that would have been calendared
have been printed in full."15 Except for volume two,
this announced reduction in inclusiveness for subsequent volumes has not resulted in coverage of longer
time spans; volume four covers the shortest span yet. 16
No further discussion of this issue has appeared in the
Revolutionary War Series. Volumes two through four
contain no front matter of any sort except a list of the
contents, a statement of transcription practice, and lists
of symbols and short titles.
Chase should be more explicit in explaining the criteria for printing and abstracting documents, citing
them in the notes, or omitting them entirely, but volume four demonstrates a very high level of restraint.
Letters written and signed by aides on the general's
behalf are only summarized in the notes,17 and the bulk
of enclosures are treated in the same fashion. In two
cases brevity is clearly carried too far. In this volume,
four letters to Washington and two let~ers from him

appear only in the annotation, though all six are crossreferenced in the contents list at the front of the volume. The note referring to one of the outgoing letters
quotes its complete text but does not tell the reader of
that fact. The other Washington letter, which is only
noted as "similar" to one that is included, is in fact
shorter by half and different in wording. The reader is
not told that both letters were printed in full in
Fitzpatrick. IS
The letters included in the new edition take their bow
in a form that is truer to life and with better apparel.
The George Washington project has a stated transcription policy of providing "as close to a literal reproduction of the manuscript as possible."19 The editors
do not take this as far as the intrusive textual apparatus
in recent volumes of The Papers of Henry Laurens, but
they avoid the needless emendations of the "expanded
method" that still mar The Papers of General Nathanael
Greene. Deletions on the manuscript are not indicated
unless they contain substantive material, which is then
included in a footnote, and interlineations and marginal notes are silently placed where the writer intended. Otherwise, treatment is thoroughly literal, even to
retention of per signs and placement of brackets
around every added mark of punctuation. The recipient's copy is used for copy-text whenever it is available,
and notes provide the location of all known contemporary manuscript versions and explain textual differences between the retained and transmitted copies,
even when they are only minor matters of wording.
Transcription practice, notes, and the lists of symbols
at the front of the volume make both the texts and
their derivation from the various manuscript versions
clearly intelligible, though this reviewer had to scurry
to volume one to refresh his memory on the origin of
the Varick transcripts.
Several letters that were partly burned in the New
York State Library fire of IgII make their appearance
in this volume, and the form of their presentation almost allows the reader to see and smell the originals.
One of these, a short 9 June letter to the New York
Provincial Congress, is among a number in the volume
that illustrate Washington's carefully deferential handling of "Civil authority."20 The 9 June letter is one of
the ten Washington letters in the volume that are not
easily accessible elsewhere. The other partially burned
manuscripts are graphically revealed in the edition's
careful amplification of their damaged texts from either
Washington's retained copies at the Library of Congress or previous printings in Peter Force's American
Archives. Like the rendering of Washington's letter to
his brother cited at the beginning of this review, this
is surely a good thing, indeed a feat of scholarship. But
how important is it to know where the cut closing and
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signature of the letter to his brother can now be found?
How important is it to know that four words apparently
damaged since Fitzpatrick printed the letter cannot
now be read on the original?21
The annotation in volume four, especially the comprehensive reference to related documents of the era,
is also a remarkable achievement. Though the notes in
some cases exceed the letters themselves in length, the
editors are not guilty of parading extraneous erudition.
The numerous officers mentioned are briefly identified
in terms of their military service. No attempt is made
to do the same for the poor blokes among the common
soldiers who ended up sentenced by courts-martial,
though it doubtless also could have been done for many
of them. Index entries cross-reference identifications
that were made in the earlier volumes in the series.
Criticism of the lack of source citations for most of
these identifications could have been blunted by some
explicit discussion of the criteria used and the standard
reference works that provided the information. Given
the effort expended, the omission, as well, of any summary of the volumes except the blurbs on their jackets
is needless parsimony. The military historian Charles
Royster, who has been reviewing both this series and
the Colonial Series, has repeatedly criticized the lack
of clear new maps.22 The only illustrations in this volume are reproductions of three contemporary maps
sent to Washington by Lord Stirling and designs for
the medal that the Continental Congress presented
Washington in commemoration of the reduction of
Boston.
The pious notion that somehow George Washington
"deserves" his own full-blown printed edition prepared
to the highest of contemporary standards may have
some validity for the "Father of Our Country." More
to the point, the combination of Washington's central
position and the annotation's superb referencing of
other documentation for events that came to his attention make the Revolutionary War Series a kind of grand
item-level finding aid for the birth of the nation. At the
collection level, the Research Libraries Information
Network (RUN) library bibliographic data base is
emerging as a national archival location system. In that
effort, subject indexing has proven one of the most
difficult nuts for the archival community to crack, and,
as witnessed by this volume, is difficult for editors, too.
(How would one quickly find the prostitution and riot
on pp. 140-42 from the index?) Automation guru David
Packard in the last few years has pushed the Washington
Papers into the forefront of an access revolution in the
documentary editing field; the project's draft transcripts will soon be available on compact disk-read only
memory (CD-ROM).23 Your reviewer is a bibliophile
and can't yet force himself to advocate abandoning the
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printed book. Preliminary reports on the CD-ROM edition indicate that it will not supplant the need for further volumes like the one in hand, but surely the
Washington Papers owes the profession more explicit
statements of their methodology, rationale, and longrange plans. High quality editorial work may require a
different cast of mind than inventing new forms of intellectual control and communication, but radical innovation seems to be called for. Most readers of this
review aren't going to be around in 2064!
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Editors and Their Work
The appointment of Jon Kukla as director of the
Historic New Orleans Collection was announced on 16
January 1992 by Mary Louise Christovich, president of
the Kemper and Leila Williams Foundation, which
oversees the Collection. Dr. Kukla joined the Historic
New Orleans Collection as curator of collections in May
1990. He succeeds Dode Platou, who has become
director emerita. Dr. Kukla was editor of the Newsletter
of the Association for Documentary Editing (the forerunner
of Documentary Editing) in 1980.

Roger B. Beck, who teaches African and Third
World history at Eastern Illinois University, was
recently promoted to associate professor and awarded
a Faculty Excellence Award for Teaching. He has spent
two months conducting research in South Africa and
six weeks in Brazil preparing teaching materials for a
Fulbright-Hays project.

Obituary
The Association regrets to announce the death,
on 8 November 1991, of David Allen Shannon in
Charlottesville, Virginia. At the time of his death at
age seventy, he was Commonwealth Professor of History emeritus at the University of Virginia. A distinguished historian of the United States in the twentieth century, he served as provost of the university
from 1971 to 1981. He edited Beatrice Webb's American Diary, r898 (1963) and chaired the Advisory
Board of the Papers of James Madison from 1974 to
1988.

Syllabus Exchange Service
The Education and Information Committee maintains
a file of syllabi for courses devoted to or focused upon
documentary editing. A complete file may be obtained at
cost of copying and mailing, $12.
Those whose syllabi have been submitted are requested
to provide updatings. Anyone who has recently begun such
a course is encouraged to send in a syllabus to be added
to the packet.
Please send requests and new or updated materials to
FredrikaJ. Teute, Institute of Early American History and
Culture, P. O. Box 220, Williamsburg, VA 23187.
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A Review Essay

The Congressional Papers ofJames Madison
MICHAEL E. STEVENS

The Papers of james Madison. Charlottesville: University Press
of Virginia. Volume 12: 2 March I78g-20 january I790 with a
Supplement 24 October I775-24 january I789 (1979), edited by
Charles F. Hobson, Robert A. Rutland, William M. E. Rachal,
and Jeanne K. Sisson, pp. xxiv, 498, $37.50; volume 13: 20
january I79O-3I March I79I (1981), edited by Charles F. Hobson, Robert A. Rutland, William M. E. Rachal, and Jeanne
K. Sisson, pp. xxviii, 423, $37.50; volume 14: 6 April I79I-I6
March I793 (1983), edited by Robert A. Rutland, Thomas A.
Mason, Robert J. Brugger, Jeanne K. Sisson, and Fredrika J.
Teute, pp. xxx, 495, $37.50; volume 15: 24 March I793-20
April I795 (1985), edited by Thomas A. Mason, Robert A.
Rutland, and Jeanne K. Sisson, pp. xxix, 561, $47.50; volume
16: 27 April I795-27 March I797 (1989), edited by J. C. A.
Stagg, Thomas A. Mason, Jeanne K. Sisson, and Susan H.
Perdue, pp. xxviii, 527, $45.00; volume 17: 3I March I797-3
March I80I with a Supplement 22 january I778-9 August I795
(1991), edited by David B. Mattern, J. C. A. Stagg, Jeanne K.
Cross, and Susan Holbrook Perdue, pp. xxviii, 610, $47.50.

He thinks so much of you in the day that he has
Lost his Tongue, at Night he Dreames of you &
Starts in his Sleep a Calling on you to relieve his
Flame for he Burns to such an excess that he will
be shortly consumed.
-Catharine Coles to Dolley Payne Todd,
I June 1794 (15:342)

F

ew would imagine James Madison as the dreamy,
tongue-tied romantic type, yet this description
of the Father of the Constitution during his
courtship of Dolley Payne Todd is but one of many
wonderfully revealing documents that appear in the
Congressional series of The Papers ofJames Madison. The
completion of Series I of this edition provides an opportunity to review how well the six volumes document
Madison and the history of the early republic under
the Constitution.
Established in 1956, the Madison project is in the
process of supplanting all previous editions of Madison's papers, including the nine-volume edition by Gaillard Hunt, which was published between 1900 and 1910.
The Hunt edition printed only one-sixth of the extant
documents written by Madison and only forty-nine of
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james Madison by Alonzo Chappel, circa I86I (courtesy of the Indiana Historical Society: Mitten Collection).
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of Documentary Editing was involved in editing some of the Madison Papers volumes under review, he received advice from some
members of the ADE Publications Committee and Council in
selecting Dr. Stevens to write this review.

the more than fifteen thousand letters addressed to
him. The first editors of this new edition, Leonard
White (who died in 1958) and William T. Hutchinson
(who served as editor until 1970), projected the completion of the series by 1976, a date that proved wildly
unrealistic. Jointly sponsored by the University of Chicago and the University of Virginia, the project maintained editorial offices at Chicago and at the Virginia
Historical Society in Richmond. With dual offices,
Hutchinson deferred to his Virginia colleagues, William
M. E. Rachal and Robert Scribner, on questions of
annotation.
Following Hutchinson's retirement, Robert A. Rutland consolidated the editorial offices at the University
of Virginia. Volume 8, the first under Rutland's direction, bore his mark, with its revised transcription and
annotation policies that "emphasized accuracy of texts
and de-emphasized annotation." According to Rutland,
"the guiding philosophy was to try and stay out of the
scholars' way by giving researchers a clear, reliable text
that was relatively free of encumbering footnotes."1
The result was a more rapid publication schedule that
met the approval of reviewers.
Rutland retired in 1986 after publishing ten Madison
volumes-eight in the initial series and one each in the
presidential and secretary of state series. J. C. A. Stagg
replaced Rutland, and the project has since published
two volumes (16 and 17) under his editorship. Remaining to be completed are fifteen volumes out of a projected sixteen in the secretary of state series (18011809); eleven out of twelve volumes in the presidential
series (1809-1817); and a yet to be determined number
of volumes in the fourth series that covers Madison's
retirement years (1817-1836).
The six volumes reviewed here take Madison from
the opening of the first federal Congress in 1789 to the
presidential inauguration of Thomas Jefferson in 1801.
They conclude what the editors of the Madison Papers
call the Congressional series and cover Madison's service in the House of Representatives from 1789 to 1797
and his life during his retirement from political office
during the Adams administration. Collectively, the volumes offer a fascinating insight into the world of politics, nation-making, and the social life of the founding
generation.
The private Madison remains relatively obscure, although this edition goes as far as possible in unearthing
his inner life. The discerning reader can understand
the nature of his relationships with his colleagues in
the mutual respect and confidences exchanged in the
Jefferson-Madison or Monroe-Madison correspondence. The editors help the readers understand Madison's private life by including letters to and from
Dolley Madison that shed light on their relationship.
We know little about their courtship and marriage from

Madison's own writings, and so the decision to include
selections from Mrs. Madison's letters was a wise one.
There are relatively few of these; consequently, their
inclusion does not make the volume bulk in size. Without them, such gems as Catharine Coles's marvelous
description of Madison, quoted at the beginning of this
article, would have remained inaccessible.
Although Madison, according to Coles, burned for
the eligible Widow Todd, the other main source of heat
in his life was a consuming interest in politics and the
nature of government. Appearing cold and unemotional to succeeding generations, Madison was driven
by a passion for tinkering with government. Despite the
disclaimers that Madison and his generation made
about their interest in high office, he and his peers
found public service irresistible. Few were as frank as
South Carolinian Charles Pinckney, who admitted to
Madison "But you know I always Loved Politics & I
find as I grow older I become more fond of them"
(17:428). Madison never would have put it as bluntly;
he was repelled by popular politics and excelled in behind-the-scenes efforts. Nonetheless, his single-minded
concern with government and politics is evident to even
the casual reader. This becomes especially clear when
his letters are contrasted with those of his friend Jefferson. Because Madison's letters are so full of details
about the political life of the new nation, we are richer
for it.
The six Congressional volumes consist largely of letters to and from political allies. Jefferson and Monroe
are among the most frequent correspondents. The editors print the texts of Madison's anonymous newspaper essays as well as selected speeches reported in
contemporary newspapers. During the period covered
in volume 12, the first of these six, Madison held extraordinary influence in both the executive and legislative branches. His role in molding the initial
directions of the federal government is well known, but
the breadth of his influence becomes ever more evident
to the reader of this volume. As the editors note, Madison "was in dialogue with himself" (12:120 n.) during
this period, for he drafted Washington's inaugural address, the House's response, and the President's replies
to the House and the Senate. The texts of these four
documents are printed here. Volumes 13-15 (17901795) find Madison increasingly on the losing side of
the conflict with Hamilton. Madison's detailed notes of
his conversations with Washington are invaluable,
showing Madison's efforts to persuade the president to
accept reelection in 1792 (14:299-304).
By 1793 (volume 15), Jefferson and Madison revived
their practice of writing sensitive passages in code due
to fear of tampering with the mail. The editors continue
their sensible practice of printing the decoded message
according to the letter writer's intention and footnoting
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any misreadings by the recipient. The Jay Treaty, deteriorating relations with France, and the close presidential election of 1796 dominate volume 16.
Madison retired from Congress in 1797, but few of
his contemporaries believed that he truly had withdrawn from public affairs. The editors cite John Adams
in the preface to volume 17, who noted that "it seems
the Mode of becoming great is to retire .... Madison
I suppose after a Retirement of a few Years is to become
President or v.P. It is marvellous how political Plants
grow in the shade" (17:xix). This final volume verifies
Adams's suspicions about the temporary nature of
Madison's retirement and is the most revealing about
his partisan activities, as he orchestrated opposition to
the Alien and Sedition Acts and directed Jefferson's
successful presidential campaign.
Volume 17 contains a supplement of recently discovered documents for the years 1778-1795, which includes thirty-seven previously unpublished letters from
Edmund Pendleton. The location of the Pendleton letters had been unknown from 1892 until 1990 when they
were purchased by Richard Gilder, Jr., of New York.
Gilder has provided a model for responsible stewardship of historical manuscripts in private hands and
should be commended for sharing this treasure.
Like Sherlock Holmes's famous "dog that did not
bark," volume 17 is significant for the documents that
it does not contain. The editors chose not to print the
Virginia Resolutions of 1799 nor the 1799 "Address of
the General Assembly to the People of the Commonwealth of Virginia," documents that had been previously attributed to Madison and printed in earlier
editions. In an editorial note, they convincingly make
the case against Madison's authorship (17:199-206).
The new attribution of authorship will change interpretations of Madison's views on freedom of the press,
for the author of these two documents opposed the
Sedition Act, yet affirmed the authority of state courts
over cases of seditious libel. If Madison was not the
author of these pieces, as now seems to be the case,
then his position on freedom of the press becomes
more internally consistent.
The Congressional series of the Madison edition is
nearly comprehensive, and relatively few documents
are calendared. The diversity and quality of the letters
confirm the wisdom of the editors' decisions, although
there are cases where selectivity might have been more
in order. Correspondence with Madison's Philadelphia
tenant, Stephen Moylan, quibbling over rent or letters
dealing with Madison's efforts to collect debts might
have been safely relegated to an abstract or a footnote.
Likewise, Edmund Randolph's Notes on the Common
Law, although found among Madison's Papers and undoubtedly read by Madison, could have been cited rather than printed in full. Because of the sheer mass of
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materials, the Madison secretary of state and presidential volumes will be of necessity selective.
The editors provide accurate yet readable texts, with
a minimum of editorial intervention. The Madison edition has always been one of the more literal editions,
long before the changes wrought in transcription policies at other projects in the 1970s. Nonetheless, the
editors have pursued a sensible middle ground and do
not clutter the text with editorial symbols noting every
interlineation, deletion, or superscript. Sample checks
of transcriptions indicate that the editors have carefully
rendered Madison's somewhat crabbed handwriting.
The editors have provided helpful annotation, using
several devices. Each volume includes its own chronology of Madison's activities, an exceptionally helpful
aid to which I frequently referred while using the volumes. A very brief preface, usually three to six pages
in length, opens each volume and sketches the major
events covered in the text. Finally, the editors use a
mix of conventional footnotes and editorial notes that
provide context for the documents. Because of the
complexity of Congressional actions and the multiple
issues with which Madison dealt at any given time, the
series includes an editorial note on Madison's role in
each Congress. The notes trace the issues and legislation, describe Madison's position on them, and analyze
the accuracy of sources for his speeches. These notes
are exceedingly helpful and allow the edition to avoid
repetitious footnotes as issues unfold.
Over the years, the editors of the Madison edition
have adopted different annotation policies. These
changes mirror the problems faced by documentary
editors in striking a balance between inadequate and
excessive annotation. The initial volumes under Hutchinson's editorship had been roundly criticized for "lavish editorial annotation which frequently amount to
pedantry. "2 Under the direction of Robert A. Rutland,
the series was characterized for its crisp and to-thepoint annotation. Rutland provided full background
for the Congressional sessions; in headnotes, identified
individuals mentioned in the text, and offered additional guidance only when necessary, although some
reviewers wished for more detail in the footnotes. 3 Under the editorship of J. c. A. Stagg, the series has made
a substantial change in both the nature and quantity
of annotation, and, while making improvements, some
might feel that the edition has again provided Madison
readers with too much annotation.
The changes are striking when one compares the annotation of the first and last volumes of the Congressional series. In volume 12, which deals with the crucial
first session of the first Congress, annotation takes up
only II percent of the text. By contrast, 26 percent of
the text of volume 17, which covers 1797-1801, is devoted to annotation.

Quantity, however, is not the primary issue here; annotation should be judged by its usefulness in helping
the reader understand the text. At times, the annotation in the Stagg-era volumes provides significant connections that might not otherwise be evident to the
reader. For instance, in his letter ofI5 January 1797 to
Thomas Jefferson, Madison shows his prowess as a political strategist. Madison carefully dissects a draft letter
sent to him by Jefferson congratulating John Adams on
his election to the presidency. Madison considers "the
probability that Mr. A.s course of administration may
force an opposition to it from the Republican quarter"
and fears that Jefferson's polite words might create
"real embarrassments" for the Republicans in the future (16:456). Madison rationally ticks off six reasons
for not sending the letter. Alone, the letter would imply
Madison was seeking to block a rapprochement between Jefferson and Adams. In a concise, well-written
footnote, the editors cite a letter from the Adams Papers revealing that Madison carefully had leaked Jefferson's sentiments in a way that they reached the
president-elect without leaving a damaging paper trail.
The linking of the text with the letter in the Adams
Papers provides an example of the documentary editor
exercising his craft at its best (16:457 n. I).
In many cases, however, the annotation in Stagg's
volumes 16 and 17 is excessive and, while interesting
and informative, is not necessary to understand the
text. For example, the text of a letter from Jefferson
to Madison of 3 January 1798 runs slightly more than
two pages and is accompanied by twenty-three footnotes that go on for another two pages (17:64-68).
When Jefferson writes "The bankruptcies here continue," the editors provide a ten-line gloss on these four
words. They not only note that the Philadelphia bankruptcies of 1796-97 were related to the collapse of Robert Morris's land speculation, but they also go on to
quote a letter from William Hindman to Rufus King
and a diary entry from Be~amin Rush. Neither of these
quoted items offers additional insights into Jefferson
or Madison, nor are they necessary to help clarify the
letter. In the same letter, a reference identifying Maryland Senator James Lloyd includes quotes from both
Uriah Forrest and William Lloyd describing Lloyd's politics, which could have been better summarized by the
editors. In another case, the editors print a letter from
Madison's Philadelphia tenant who threatens to move
to alternate rental property if he and Madison cannot
come to terms on the rent. The editors add a six-line
footnote noting the location of the competing rental
property, its owner, and its style of construction (17:293
n. I). Thus, while the annotation in volumes 16 and 17
is often insightful and helpful, both volumes bear evidence of the need for more editorial restraint.
Like the annotation, the indexing in the Congres-

sional series has changed over the years and also reflects
the hard decisions faced by documentary editors. The
Madison edition is important not only for what it tells
about its subject, but also for the immense riches that
it contains on other subjects. This requires expert indexing that will allow readers access to the material.
The indexes provide good access to names, even to
those mentioned elliptically. Likewise, Madison's own
activities are well indexed.
Editors who focus on a single individual face difficulties in providing entries for subjects. Torn between
offering access to information about the central figure
of their series as well as other subjects and the insistence of publishers on controlling the size of the volumes, they need to make significant choices about the
nature of their indexes. The Madison edition, especially
in the early volumes of the Congressional series, usually
placed subjects as subentries under names. The result
is that much valuable information is lost. For instance,
a letter from Edmund Randolph to Madison of 12 May
1789 (12:169) suggests that Randolph might move to
Philadelphia and adds that "if I found that I could live
there, I should emancipate my slaves, and thus end my
days, without under going any anxiety about the unjustice of holding them." This reference appears only
under Randolph's name, but no reference to Randolph's anxieties can be found under the entries for
"Slaves" or "Slavery." Consequently, Randolph's remarks are lost except to those who are interested in
Randolph as a subject. Elsewhere in the same volume,
the editors print a four-page speech by Madison on the
subject of citizenship (12:178-82). The index contains
no reference to "Citizenship" as a topic, but only provides a subentry under Madison's name.
Later volumes in the Congressional series provide
fuller entries, especially for subjects. Whereas volume
12 contained one index page for every thirty pages of
text, the most recent volume has an index-to-text ratio
of 1:19. The four volumes under Rutland's editorship
showed a steady increase in the amount of material
indexed, with an average index-to-text ratio of 1:25. The
two Stagg volumes have a 1:21 index-to-text ratio.
The later volumes have addressed some of the issues
of subject indexing, but there remains room for improvement even in these. Many important subjects
could be dealt with simply by adding cross-references.
For instance, even though volume 16 contains twelve
references to the impressment of seamen, there are no
main entries under "Impressment," "Seamen," or
"Sailors," although there is a subentry under "Great
Britain." In the same volume, the heading "Mississippi
River" contains a cross-reference to "Spain, and navigation of Mississippi." The reader interested in Mississippi River navigation, however, is not led to the six
nonduplicative references that can be found under
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"Great Britain, and navigation of Mississippi." Subentries for "letters to" and "letters from" are very helpful, although a sampling indicates that they are not
included for all letters. The index to volume 15 lists
three letters to or from Dolley Payne Todd Madison,
b~t neglects to include the letter quoted at the beginmng of this review-ironically, one of the most interesting letters published in that volume.
On balance, the editors in both the Rutland and
Stagg eras have produced an excellent edition that
grateful scholars will find invaluable. They have offered
texts that are accurate and readable. The editorial notes
a~d foo~notes reflect sound historical research and provIde assIstance to readers in understanding the text.
The series has had varying annotation policies and
could be improved by a more balanced policy that will
prevent the text from being swamped by the notes. The
editors also have created useful tools such as chronologies that help the user navigate the volumes. The
indexes improve with each volume in the series, and
the development of more comprehensive indexes
through the use of additional cross-references would
give readers assistance in retrieving the riches found
here. The Madison volumes will be important to historia~s ~or. a v~ry long t~me to come. They not only
provIde mSIght mto the mmd of one of America's greatest political theorists, but they also reveal a great deal
a~out his circl~ of acquaintances and about the beginmngs of Amencan government under the Constitution
of 1787.

*****
When Charles Pinckney acquired a portrait of Madison, he hung it in the drawing room of his South Carolina home. He told Madison, "it is a Most exact
likeness in the face-But makes you about the Body
much fatter than when I saw you. If it is so I suppose
you have thriven upon Matrimony & find it a good
thing" (17:428). Like the limner of the painting in
Pinckney's drawing room, the editors of the Madison
edition have striven to supply us with an "exact likeness" of James Madison and his world. Researchers will
"find it a good thing."

NOTES
.1. Robe~t A. Rutland, "James Madison Papers Approach
Blcentenmal Peak," Documentary Editing 9 (June 1987): 6-8.
2. Leonard W. Levy, review of Madison Papers, Mississippi
Valley Historical Review 49 (1962-63): 504-6.
3. For criticism for the sparseness of the annotation see
Gaspare J. Saladino, "Charmed Beginnings and Democ~atic
Murmurings: A Review Essay," Documentary Editing 6 (March
1984): 5·
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1992 ADE Annual Meeting

To Be Held in Williamsburg
We return to historic Williamsburg for the annual
meeting of the Association for Documentary Editing,
Thursday through Saturday, 15-17 October 1992.
Rooms at Williamsburg Woodlands, part of the Visi~or Center for Colonial Williamsburg, will be $79,
smgle or double. Some suites are available at $89,
single or double. We will have to make and confirm
reservations earlier than usual this year; please keep
an eye out for the reservation packet.
The meeting will open Thursday afternoon with a
session chaired by Louis R. Harlan that will both
analyze and celebrate the Papers of Woodrow Wilson, which will complete publication in 1993. Participants will discuss the project's structure, functioning, and contribution to scholarship.
Friday morning will begin with a presentation by
Gerald W. George that will explore the implications
of the National Historical Publications and Records
Commission's long-range plan for the future of the
Commission. Frank G. Burke will chair the second
plenary session Friday morning, on aspects of the
relationship between archivists and editors. Concurrent workshops and demonstrations will take place
on Friday afternoon.
The meeting will conclude with a Saturday morning session on "Documentary Evidence and the Fashioning of Biography" organized by Joseph R.
McElrath, J r.

Call for Reviewers
Documentary Editing is compiling a list of potential book
reviewers. To be considered, please send qualifications and
area of specialization to the editor.

Job Placement
The ADE offers job placement assistance to members
who may be seeking positions. If you have a position
available or if you know of an opening in which an ADE
member might be interested, please send such information
to John Y. Simon, Ulysses S. Grant Association, Morris
Library, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL
62901, or call 618/453-2773.
Members who wish to use this service should send ten
copies of a resume (not to exceed three pages) and include
a covering letter with additional information for the
placement officer.

ADE Contributors
ADE Sustaining, Patron, and Life Members
The Association for Documentary Editing thanks its sustaining, patron, and life members, and those who contributed
to the recent financial appeal. Those whose dues or contributions were received by 25 March 1992 are listed below.
Every effort has been made to ensure the completeness of this list; please bring errors to the attention of the treasurer.
A reminder-ADE dues are payable in January. If you have not yet done so, please pay your 1992 dues now: $25regular; $4o-sustainingjoverseasjinstitutional; $7o-patron; $15-studentjretired; and send to Dennis M. Conrad, Treasurer, Nathanael Greene Papers, 110 Benevolent St., Providence, RI 02906. Thank you.
Contributors
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Ross W. Beales, Jr.
Pamela]. Bennett
Charlene N. Bickford
Jo Ann Boydston
Robert A. Buerki
Sargent Bush, Jr.
Frank L. Byrne
John Catanzariti
Joan R. Challinor
David R. Chesnutt
Dennis M. Conrad
Shirley A. Cook
Col. James S. Corbitt
George M. Curtis III
Jared Curtis
Wayne Cutler
Cullom Davis
Handy B. Fant
Jeffrey M. Flannery
Stephen Foster
Louis Galambos
Mary A. Y. Gallagher
Carolyn De Swarte Gifford
LeRoy P. Graf
Bernice Grohskopf
Laura Gwilliam
Jiirgen Heideking
Ann Harris Henry
W. Speed Hill
Charles F. Hobson
Peter H. Holloran
Robert N. Hudspeth
Elizabeth S. Hughes
Stanley]. Idzerda
Daniel P. Jones
Susan Krause
Claude-Anne Lopez
John M. Lovejoy
Timothy Craig Lundy
James P. McClure
Pierre A. MacKay
Maeva Marcus
Thomas A. Mason
David B. Mattern
Tamara Moser Melia
Harrison T. Meserole
Wesley T. Mott
Joel Myerson

Fernanda Perrone
Charles W. Polzer, S.J.
Charles L. Ross
Leslie S. Rowland
Nancy Sahli
Janet L. Seraphine
Douglas H. Shepard
Richard K. Showman
The Sixteenth Century Journal
Nancy A. Slote
Mary Lee Spence
Sandra Gioia Treadway
Betty M. Unterberger
Daun R. van Ee
Helen E. Veit
David William Voorhees
Germaine Warkentin
Glen N. Wiche
Edward M. Wise
Donald Yacovone
Sustaining Members
Peter ]. Albert
Barbara J. Bair
Robert F. Batchelder
Charlene N. Bickford
Larry I. Bland
Ronald M. Bosco
Patricia Brady
Mary Lynn McCree Bryan
Frank G. Burke
Clayborne Carson
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Dennis M. Conrad
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Jeanne K. Cross
Cullom Davis
Cheryl A. Dawson
Helen R. Deese
Ruth Dorrel
William S. Dudley
William M. Ferraro
Benjamin F. Fisher
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Ronald M. Gephart
Cathy Moran Hajo
Sidney Hart
Charles F. Hobson
Ronald Hoffman

Billie Andrew Inman
Thomas E. Jeffrey
Christian]. W. Kloesel
Charles H. Lesser
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Harrison T. Meserole
Frank Millikan
Harold D. Moser
Beverly Wilson Palmer
Joanna M. Revelas
Harriet F. Simon
John Y. Simon
Sharon Ritenour Stevens
Helen E. Veit
Douglas Emory Wilson
Elizabeth Hall Witherell
Patron Members
Jo Ann Boydston
David R. Chesnutt
Louis R. Harlan
David W. Hirst
Robert N. Hudspeth
Richard Leffler
Beth E. Luey
Maeva Marcus
Thomas A. Mason
Barbara B. Oberg
Elaine W. Pascu
Charles W. Polzer, S.].
Richard A. Ryerson
Arthur F. Wertheim

Life Members
Ross W. Beales, Jr.
Kenneth R. Bowling
Don L. Cook
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John P. Kaminski
Joel Myerson
Lance Schachterle
Richard N. Sheldon
Paul H. Smith
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ADE Committees 1991-92

Constitution and Bylaws
Cullom Davis, chair
Douglas E. Clanin
Charles F. Hobson
Tamara Moser Melia
Wesley T. Mott
Paul H. Smith
Education and Information
Fredrika J. Teute, chair
Sargent Bush, Jr.
Esther Katz
Joseph R. McElrath, Jr.
Timothy Craig Lundy
Federal Policy
Charlene N. Bickford, chair
Charles T. Cullen (ex officio)
Carol K. Bleser
Robin D. Coblentz
Glenn W. LaFantasie
Angeline Polites
Local Arrangements
Charles S. Hobson, chair
Leslie S. Rowland
Laura S. Gwilliam
Suzanne E. Coffman
Terry L. Meyers
Fredrika J. Teute
Meetings
Beverly Wilson Palmer, chair
Elizabeth M. Berkeley
John M. Bryan
Helen R. Deese
Ann D. Gordon
John C. Van Horne
C. James Taylor
Membership
John P. Kaminski, chair
Laura M. Coles
W. Speed Hill
Richard Leffler
Charles H. Lesser
Michael E. Stevens
Nominating
Paul H. Smith, chair
Sharon Ritenour Stevens
Robert A. Hill
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Gary Moulton
Christian J. W. Kloesel
Helen E. Veit
Past Presidents
Frank G. Burke, chair
Charlene N. Bickford
Warren M. Billings
Jo Ann Boydston
Don L. Cook
Charles T. Cullen
David W. Hirst
John P. Kaminski
Arthur S. Link
Joel Myerson
John Y. Simon
Program
Elizabeth Hall Witherell, chair
Raymond W. Smock
Frank G. Burke
Gerald W. George
Mary A. Giunta
Cathy Moran Hajo
Louis R. Harlan
Christian J. W. Kloesel
Joseph R. McElrath, Jr.
Nancy Sahli
Robert Sattelmeyer
Publications
Ann D. Gordon, chair
Mary A. Y. Gallagher
Edward W. Hanson
Judith Giblin James
Christian J. W. Kloesel
Thomas A. Mason
Douglas E. Wilson
Technology
Cathy Moran Hajo, chair
Martha Benner
George H. Hoemann
J. Jefferson Looney
Herman J. Saatkamp, Jr.
ADE Archives
Jo Ann Boydston
ADE Placement Officer
John Y. Simon

Editor for Documentary Editing
Proposals Sought
The Association for Documentary Editing is soliciting proposals for a new editor and new institutional
home for its quarterly journal, Documentary Editing.
Thomas A. Mason of the Indiana Historical Society
has agreed to continue as editor until he has seen
the final issue of 1993 through to publication. His
successor will begin work in the fall of that year to
produce the first issue of 1994.
The Association seeks a two-year renewable commitment to the journal. Proposals should identify the
editor, include a projected budget for the first year,
and indicate the level of institutional support available to the publication.
Proposals should be sent to the Director of Publications, Ann D. Gordon, 609 Lee Avenue, North
Brunswick, NJ 08902. The Association's Council will
review the plans and budgets at its meeting of 14
October 1992.

Call for Nominations
Persons wishing to submit names to be considered
for nomination to offices in the Association for Documentary Editing, to serve in 1992-93, are encouraged to send them to the chair of the Nominating
Committee, Paul H. Smith, Letters of Delegates to
Congress, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, DC 20540.

Lyman H. Butterfield Award
The Lyman H. Butterfield Award is presented annually to an individual, a project, or an institution
for recent contributions in the areas of documentary
publication, teaching, and service. A one-page statement of nomination, postmarked no later than 15
August 1992, should be submitted to the chair of the
Butterfield Award Committee, John Y. Simon, Ulysses S. Grant Association, Morris Library, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 62901. Previous
awards have gone to the Johns Hopkins University
Press, W. W. Abbot, David W. Hirst, Paul H. Smith,
Sharon Ritenour Stevens, David R. Chesnutt, and
Yale University Press.

Association for Documentary Editing
Council
David R. Chesnutt, president; Papers of Henry Laurens, Department of History, University of South
Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208.
Frank G. Burke, past president; College of Library and
Information Services, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.
Elizabeth Hall Witherell, president-elect; Writings of
Henry D. Thoreau, Library, University of California,
Santa Barbara CA 93I06.
Harriet F. Simon, secretary; Center for Dewey Studies,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 62901.
Dennis M. Conrad, treasurer; Nathanael Greene Papers, Rhode Island Historical Society, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence, RI 02906.
Ann D. Gordon, director of publications; 609 Lee Avenue, North Brunswick, NJ 08902.
Dorothy A. Twohig, at-large councillor; Papers of
George Washington, Alderman Library, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903-2498.
Herman]. Saatkamp,Jr., at-large councillor; Santayana
Edition, Department of Philosophy, Texas A & M
University, College Station, TX 77843-4237.
Publications Committee
Ann D. Gordon (chair), Mary A. Y. Gallagher, Edward
W. Hanson, Judith Giblin James, Christian]. W.
Kloesel, Thomas A. Mason, and Douglas E. Wilson.
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